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In 1933, Meissner and Ochsenfeld reported the expulsion of magnetic flux—the diamagnetic Meissner
effect—from the interior of superconducting lead. This discovery was crucial in formulating the BardeenCooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity. In exotic superconducting systems BCS theory does not
strictly apply. A classical example is a superconductor-magnet hybrid system where magnetic ordering breaks
time-reversal symmetry of the superconducting condensate and results in the stabilization of an odd-frequency
superconducting state. It has been predicted that under appropriate conditions, odd-frequency superconductivity should manifest in the Meissner state as fluctuations in the sign of the magnetic susceptibility, meaning
that the superconductivity can either repel (diamagnetic) or attract (paramagnetic) external magnetic flux. Here,
we report local probe measurements of faint magnetic fields in a Au=Ho=Nb trilayer system using low-energy
muons, where antiferromagnetic Ho (4.5 nm) breaks time-reversal symmetry of the proximity-induced pair
correlations in Au. From depth-resolved measurements below the superconducting transition of Nb, we observe
a local enhancement of the magnetic field in Au that exceeds the externally applied field, thus proving the
existence of an intrinsic paramagnetic Meissner effect arising from an odd-frequency superconducting state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.5.041021
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I. INTRODUCTION
Below the superconducting transition of a conventional
(s-wave) Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) superconductor such as Nb, the electrons stabilize into Cooper pairs
in a spin-singlet state, meaning that the electrons of a pair
have oppositely aligned spins. The screening supercurrent
density (J) that is generated by a superconductor in
response to a weak magnetic field is linearly proportional
to the vector potential (A) via the density of pairs present ns
(J ¼ −e2 ns A=mc, where c, e, and m are the speed of light,
the electron charge, and the electron rest mass, respectively). Consequently, the amplitude of the screening
supercurrent density (J) is negative and a diamagnetic
Meissner effect is observed [1].
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The opposite effect—the attraction of magnetic flux—
has also been observed in superconductors [2–5], but this
paramagnetic Meissner effect is metastable and is due
to inhomogeneities and is not, therefore, intrinsic to the
superconductivity. An intrinsic paramagnetic Meissner
state has been predicted in s-wave superconductors with
broken time-reversal symmetry, as a result of an emergent
unconventional odd-frequency superconducting state,
which competes with conventional (even-frequency) superconductivity (see [6–9] and related theory in [10]).
At the surface of an s-wave superconductor proximity
coupled to a magnetic metal, the exchange field of the magnet
can induce an odd-frequency superconducting state in which
the Cooper pairs are in a spin-triplet state with a density (nt )
that is a mixture of spin-zero and spin-one pair projections
[11–13]. This means that J is dependent on the magnitude
and sign of ns − nt [i.e., J ¼ − e2 ðns − nt ÞA=mc] [14]
and so odd-frequency triplets should act to reduce the
screening current [6]. Since ns and nt have different decay
envelopes in an exchange field, J should reverse in sign
as a function of magnetic layer thickness when nt exceeds ns ,
at which point the magnetic susceptibility is positive and
an inverse—paramagnetic—Meissner effect [6–9] prevails.
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Evidence for spin-triplet pairing has recently been
demonstrated in experimental studies involving magnetically inhomogeneous superconductor/ferromagnet (S/F)
hybrids, such as via transition temperature measurements
of S/F1/F2 spin valves [15], long-ranged supercurrents in
S/F/S Josephson junctions [16], and various spectroscopy
measurements on F/S systems [17].
To investigate the Meissner effect in a superconductormagnet system, we measure the depth profile of the local
magnetic susceptibility of a Auð27.5 nmÞ=Hoð4.5 nmÞ=
Nbð150 nmÞ trilayer by low-energy muon spin spectroscopy
(LE-μSR). The antiferromagnetic rare-earth metal Ho breaks
time-reversal symmetry of the pair correlations in Au and has
a thickness that is comparable to the known coherence length
for singlet pairs in Ho [18] to ensure pair transmission into
Au. The Au layer is necessary since a Meissner state cannot
be probed by muons directly in a magnetic material due to
their rapid depolarization in a strong magnetic field. Here,
we report the discovery of the paramagnetic Meissner effect
in Au, which is found to be an intrinsic property of the

odd-frequency superconducting state that is generated via the
superconductor proximity effect.
II. RESULTS
LE-μSR offers extreme sensitivity to magnetic fluctuations and spontaneous fields of less than 0.1 G with a depthresolved sensitivity of a few nanometers [19–23]. To probe
the depth dependence [z coordinate in Fig. 1(a)] of the
Meissner response in Au=Ho=Nb by LE-μSR, an external
field (Bext ) is applied parallel to the sample plane [along
the y coordinate in Fig. 1(a)] and perpendicular to the
muon initial spin polarization (oriented in the x-z plane),
as sketched in Fig. 1(a). The muon spin polarization is
proportional to the asymmetry of decay positrons from the
implanted muons as shown in Fig. 1(b), which is experimentally determined as a difference in the number of
counting events of the two detectors, as discussed in the
Supplemental Material [24].
In this transverse-field configuration, a muon’s
spin polarization precesses on average at a frequency

FIG. 1. Simulated muon stopping distributions in Au=Ho=Nb. (a) Experimental LE-μSR setup in transverse-field configuration and
normalized muon stopping profiles pðz; EÞ in Au=Ho=Nb simulated for a few representative implantation energies E. (b) Experimental
asymmetry data determined from the counting events of the positron detectors for muons implanted in Au=Ho=Nb with E ¼ 4.5 keV at
3 K (blue dots) and single-energy asymmetry fit (blue curve). (c) Fourier transform of the asymmetry in (b), which represents the
magnetic-field distribution.
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ω̄s ¼ γ μ B̄loc about the average local field B̄loc sensed by the
implanted muons, with γ μ ¼ 2π  135.5 MHz T−1 being
the muon gyromagnetic ratio. Assuming a local field
profile Bloc ðzÞ within the sample, muons implanted with
energy E and a corresponding stopping distribution
pðz;
R EÞ precess at an average frequency ω̄s ¼ γ μ B̄loc ¼
γ μ Bloc ðzÞpðz; EÞdz [25]. The asymmetry spectrum
As ðt; EÞ is proportional to e−λ̄t cos½γ μ B̄loc t þ φ0 ðEÞ for
each implantation energy E [λ̄ and φ0 ðEÞ being the mean
depolarization rate and starting phase of the muon precession, respectively]. The experimental Bloc ðzÞ profile is
therefore sampled as a series of mean-field values B̄loc of
the magnetic-field distributions pðBloc Þ [Fig. 1(c)] determined as fits of the corresponding asymmetry functions
As ðt; EÞ measured at different energies E [24].
To investigate the paramagnetic Meissner effect, implantation energies in the 3–6 keV range are used to determine
the Bloc ðzÞ profile in the Au layer. At the lowest energy of
3 keV, the muons contributing to the asymmetry stop within
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the Au, while for increasing energy, an increasing fraction
stops within the Ho and Nb layers [Fig. 1(a) and Fig. S1 in
the Supplemental Material [24]]. The implantation profiles
are calculated using the Monte Carlo algorithm TrimSP
[26]. To minimize the contribution from backscattered
muons [26] to the measured signal, implantation energies
below 3 keV are not used. For muon energies above
∼7 keV, the contribution of the Nb becomes dominant
and therefore not relevant for probing the Meissner state in
the Au (Fig. S1 [24]). However, energies above 7 keV are
important to confirm the emergence of a conventional
(diamagnetic) Meissner response in Nb in the superconducting state. Muons stopping in the Ho layer depolarize
almost immediately and do not contribute to the measured
asymmetry.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the B̄loc values as a function
of implantation energy, obtained from fits to the data in the
normal state at T ¼ 10 K and in the superconducting state
at T ¼ 5 K (the critical temperature T c is ∼8.52 K for the
multilayer as reported in Fig. S2 of the Supplemental

FIG. 2. Average local magnetic field in Au=Ho=Nb as a function of the muon implantation energy and mean stopping distance. (a) B̄loc
values from single-energy asymmetry fits versus implantation energy (bottom x axis) and mean stopping distance (top x axis) in the
normal state (magenta circles 10 K) and superconducting state (blue circles 5 K), and in (b) identical data showing the inverse Meissner
state in Au. The continuous lines are a guide to the eye. (c),(d) Remeasured data after warming and cooling, but the superconducting
state is now measured at 3 K.
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Material [24]). Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show similar plots but
following warming and recooling with data taken at T ¼
10 K and T ¼ 3 K; 6 × 106 positron-counting events were
collected per datum point. The average stopping depth z̄ðEÞ
of the muon stopping profiles pðz; EÞ for the corresponding
implantation energy E are plotted on the top axes in Fig. 2.
The nonlinearity of these depth scales stems from the fact
that z̄ðEÞ does not increase proportionally with E, as shown
in Fig. S1(b) of the Supplemental Material [24]. Since the
two energy scans at 3 and 5 K are performed at different
stages, the normal-state (10 K) energy scan is reacquired
to avoid any influence on the measurement data from
the specific magnetic configuration reached by Ho after
cooling through its magnetic transitions.
The normal-state (10 K) data in Fig. 2 show that B̄loc is
approximately depth independent and closely matches the
externally applied field value Bext of about 101 G [magenta
curves in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. The superconducting-state
data (5 and 3 K), however, show a more complex behavior.
In Nb, the local field decreases as a function of depth in
Nb and, for both temperatures, reaches a flux expulsion of
about 2.5 G for the 17-keV scan [corresponding to
z̄ ∼ 29.7 nm from the Ho=Nb interface as shown in
Fig. S1(b) in the Supplemental Material [24]], consistent
with conventional diamagnetic Meissner screening. In
contrast, the opposite behavior is observed in Au. Here,
the local field increases by about 0.5 G at T ¼ 3 K and
about 0.25 G at T ¼ 5 K above the applied field [and,
therefore, the normal-state value of Bloc ðzÞ], indicating a
paramagnetic screening where Bloc ðzÞ appears nonmonotonic with depth [blue curves in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. We
note that comparative LE-μSR studies by Morenzoni et al.
on normal metal/Nb (N=Nb) bilayers demonstrate a purely
diamagnetic response in the normal metal in the superconducting state, as expected due to the absence of a
magnetic interface [27]. Although the measured increase in
the local field ΔBloc ðzÞ in the superconducting state relative
to the normal state is small, it exceeds the statistical and
systematic measurement error in Bloc ðzÞ (error bars in
Fig. 2). Furthermore, ΔBloc ðzÞ increases at lower temperatures, which implies that the magnitude of ΔBloc ðzÞ is
related to the amplitude of the superconducting order
parameter, which is consistent with theory [7,8].
Although the asymmetry fits for single implantation
energy in Fig. 2 show a paramagnetic Meissner effect in Au
below the Nb superconducting transition, the Bloc ðzÞ
profiles obtained with this approach include depth averaging due to the width of muon stopping distributions. To
obtain an accurate Bloc ðzÞ profile, a global fit for all
implantation energies with a common field profile is used
[19–23]. The common field profile in the Au layer is
modeled as Bloc ðzÞ ¼ Bext þ MðzÞ, where we set the
magnetization term to MðzÞ ¼ Ba sinðz=κÞ, which is a
parametrization of the theoretical magnetization profile
calculated for the Au=Ho=Nb heterostructure.

The theoretical magnetization is computed from the
vector potential A determined as a solution of the
Maxwell equation ðd2 A=dz2 Þ ¼ −J ¼ −Jx ðzÞA, where
the supercurrent J is assumed proportional to the vector
potential A via the term Jx ðzÞ including the dependence
on the anomalous Green’s function (see Supplemental
Material [24]). In this expression, Jx ðzÞ also represents
the component of the supercurrent density J along the
x axis in Fig. 1(a). Both odd-frequency and even-frequency
pairing correlations contribute to J, which is calculated
using the quasiclassical theory of superconductivity under
the assumption that time-reversal symmetry is spontaneously broken by the spatially dependent exchange field
of the Ho, which forms a conical pattern along the z
coordinate in Fig. 1(a). We also take into account the
spin-selective scattering taking place at the interface
between Nb and Ho by using spin-dependent boundary
conditions [24]. Our model excludes the presence of a
Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnokov state, which can theoretically compete with the paramagnetic Meissner state, but
only if the superconducting layer is thinner than the
magnetic screening length [6]. In Nb the magnetic screening length is about 90 nm, which is much shorter than
the thickness of the Nb used here of 150 nm, and so
contributions from the Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnokov
state can be ignored, as stated in Ref. [6].
In a normal metal (N) proximity coupled to a superconductor (S), only even-frequency pairing correlations
contribute to the screening supercurrent induced in N. The
theoretical MðzÞ profile in this case is ∝ coshðkzÞ= coshðkÞ
(k being a measure for the supercurrent magnitude depending on several parameters, including the thickness of the
S/N bilayer, the diffusion constants, and the superconducting
gap; for details see Supplemental Material [24]), which
represents a monotonic decay from the S/N interface as
expected for a conventional (diamagnetic) Meissner effect.
In the presence of additional odd-frequency pairing correlations in the screening supercurrent induced by a magnetically active layer separating the S/N interface (Ho in our
case) instead, Bloc ðzÞ in N shows an oscillatory behavior
about Bext assuming both positive and negative values. In
the particular case of Au=Ho=Nb, using realistic values for
the physical parameters involved in the description of the
proximity effect occurring in Au and Ho, the expected
theoretical profile for Bloc ðzÞ shows a single oscillation
reaching a maximum inside Au (blue curve in Fig. 3).
Therefore, also making the realistic assumption that Bloc ðzÞ
matches the applied external field Bext at the Au-vacuum
interface, it is clear that Bloc ðzÞ ¼ Bext þ Ba sinðz=κÞ represents an appropriate parametrization of the oscillatory local
magnetic-field profile in Au to use in the global energy fit.
This parametrization is also in agreement with the experimental profiles determined at 3 and 5 K by sampling Bloc ðzÞ
at different energies, which can be approximated by halfperiod sine functions (blue curves for Au in Fig. 2).
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FIG. 3. Magnetization and screening current profile from the
Ho=Nb interface in Au=Ho=Nb. Local magnetic field Bloc ðzÞ
determined as global-energy fit of the LE-μSR measurement data
(red curve, left y axis) and theoretical model (blue curve, left
y axis); calculated dimensionless screening current density J x ðzÞ
flowing parallel to the x axis in Fig. 1(a) inside the plane of the
thin film heterostructure (gray curve, right y axis). Dashed lines
show that the position of the maximum in Bloc ðzÞ coincides with
that of the null in J x ðzÞ.

The global energy fit is implemented on the measurement data at 3 K, which show the most significant paramagnetic Meissner response in Au. An exponential
depolarization function Gðt; EÞ ¼ e−λ̄t is used for the fit,
with λ̄ being a fitting parameter common for all energies
[24]. In the analytic expression for Bloc ðzÞ, Bext is set equal
to the normal-state field obtained from the global fit of the
measurement data at 10 K under the assumption that Bloc ðzÞ
can be modeled as a constant field at this temperature
[magenta curve in Fig. 2(c)]. Figure 3 illustrates the results
of the global fit at 3 K, which verify a positive increase
of Bloc ðzÞ in Au over Bext. The chi-square minimization
algorithm reported good convergence (chi-square/numbers
of degrees of freedom ¼ 1.072) yielding Ba ¼ 0.55 G and
λ̄ ¼ 0.229 μs−1 as optimal fitting parameters. The parameter κ is kept fixed and equal to 13.58 nm to match the
position of the peak in the Bloc ðzÞ theoretical profile.
The Bloc ðzÞ profile obtained with these values for λ̄, Ba ,
and κ (red curve in Fig. 3) is in good agreement with
the theoretical Bloc ðzÞ curve (blue curve in Fig. 3), thus
validating the good convergence of the algorithm and the
appropriateness of the parametric model used for the fitting.
In addition, even when κ is allowed to vary, the fits
converge to a κ value that is not significantly different
(∼15.2 nm), while Ba remains the same, attesting further to
the appropriateness of the model.
III. DISCUSSION
While the fits to the data are in close agreement with the
predicted paramagnetic Meissner effect, we first rule out
other possibilities that could lead to an increase in magnetic
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flux in Au. However, as we discuss below, none of these
should show temperature dependence in the measured
range of 3–10 K. One mechanism that can result in a
magnetization enhancement in Au is Ruderman-KittelKasuya-Yosida (RKKY)-type oscillations in the spin
polarization of Au induced via an interaction with Ho.
The largest period predicted [28] and reported experimentally [29] for RKKY oscillations in epitaxial Au (001) is
7–8 monolayers or ∼1.6 nm, which is much too small to
explain the behavior observed in Fig. 2, where the
oscillation period of the magnetization exceeds several
tens of nanometers. Furthermore, RKKY oscillations
should also lead to an additional broadening of the
magnetic-field distribution experienced by muons (other
than to the measured shift in average field) [30] and also be
present in the normal-state data at 10 K, which we do not
observe. A second possibility is an enhancement of the
magnetization of Ho for decreasing temperature. Similarly
to the case of RKKY oscillations, however, such an
enhancement should only result in a broadening of the
magnetic-field distribution rather than the observed shift,
because the magnetic domains have a finite size and a
random orientation giving a random dipolar field profile
in Au.
Oscillations in the magnetic susceptibility induced by
unconventional (odd-frequency) superconductivity are
therefore the most likely explanation for the paramagnetic
Meissner effect in Au due to the presence of Ho [6–9]. In
Fig. 2 it is shown that a conventional Meissner effect is
measured in Nb up to the interface with Ho, where the
contribution of spin-singlet Cooper pairs to the screening
supercurrent Jx ðzÞ is larger than that due to the long-ranged
spin-triplet pairs (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, while spin-singlet
pairs are rapidly filtered out by the exchange field in Ho,
the spin-triplet pairs rotate into each other within the Ho
layer [Fig. S3(a) in the Supplemental Material [24]], so that
the sum of the Green’s function amplitudes for spin-one
and spin-zero triplet pairs follows a much slower decay in
Ho compared to the Green’s function amplitude for spin
singlets (Fig. S3(b) [24]). This is also consistent with the
trend of the density of the screening current Jx ðzÞ profile
(Fig. S3(b) in the Supplemental Material [24]), which
depends on the imaginary part of the anomalous Green’s
functions via the difference ns − nt between spin-singlet
and spin-triplet pair densities: Jx ðzÞ starts off negative in
Nb (conventional Meissner state), then increases inside Ho,
and it eventually becomes positive in Au, where the total
contribution from the spin triplets to the screening current
overtakes the singlet one.
Finally, the results in Fig. 3 demonstrate that the
paramagnetic effect is strongest in Au where the oddfrequency state dominates over the singlet state. This
indicates that the paramagnetic response is an intrinsic
property of the odd-frequency superconducting state and
that the superconductivity must therefore carry a net
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magnetization. Future experiments should explore ways to
harness the magnetization generated by odd-frequency
superconductivity in order to explore the potential for
driving magnetization-reversal processes in the superconducting state [13].
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